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INSTALLATION GUIDELINES FOR SISAL, SEAGRASS, COIR & JUTE FLOORING
When installing natural floor covering, it is important to follow some basic guidelines. These materials are
woven entirely from plant fiber and like most natural materials will expand and contract under different
climate and moisture conditions, much like wood flooring. It is recommended the material be acclimated
for 24-48 hours, open at the installation site before it is cut to fit.

APPROVED INSTALLATION METHODS:
Direct Glue-Down
Double Glue-Down
PLEASE NOTE: We do not recommend stretch-in installation

SITE CONDITIONS FOR ALL INSTALLATIONS

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY

Carpet must be installed when the indoor temperature is between 65-95°F, with a maximum relative humidity of 65%. If ambient temperatures are outside these parameters, the installation must not begin until the
HVAC system is operational and those conditions are maintained at least 48 hours before, during and 72
hours after completion.

FLOOR PREPARATION

Carpet must be installed over properly prepared substrates that are suitable for the specific product and
installation method selected.

CONCRETE FLOORS

Even with adequate curing time, can present an unacceptable moisture condition by allowing excessive
amounts of moisture vapor to pass through to the surface. This can be a problem even on suspended
concrete floors. Test all concrete floors for moisture emission rates using an anhydrous calcium chloride
moisture test kit. As a general guideline, an emission rate of 3.0 lbs or less is acceptable. Testing for Alkalinity, a pH range of 7-9 is satisfactory; a reading above 9 requires corrective measures.

DIRECT GLUE-DOWN (Complete Transfer of Adhesive Required)

Use a premium multi-purpose adhesive. Adhesive should be spread evenly, using a spread rate of approximately 7 square yards per gallon. This requires a 1/8" x 1/8" x 1/8" U-notched trowel. The back of these
materials, even with the latex, has a lot of texture. Getting complete contact between the flooring and the
floor requires much more adhesive than typical carpeting to fill in all the voids created by the texture. Failure to apply ample adhesive will result in poor or loose bond to the floor, allowing the material to shrink.
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DOUBLE GLUE-DOWN (Using Commercial Double Glue-down Padding)

Use a premium multi-purpose adhesive. Adhesive should be spread evenly, using a minimum spread
rate of 5 square yards per gallon. This requires a 1/8" x 3/16" x 1/8" U-notched trowel. Traffic should be
restricted for a minimum of 24-48 hours to allow adhesives to cure properly. Failure to apply ample adhesive will result in poor or loose bond to the floor, allowing the material to shrink.

TRIMMING & SEAMING

These floor coverings should be cut from the surface using a row cutter and make sure to follow the row.
Change blades frequently. They make good side seams, because of the flat-weave construction. Cross
seams will be more visible and should be avoided.

GENERAL INSTALLATION PROCEDURES:
1. Dry fit the pre-cut floor covering into the room, centering the covering so that 3-4 inches surplus will
lap against the walls evenly. Allow the material to acclimate for 24-48 hours. PLEASE NOTE: Natural
‘Grass’ materials tend to shrink in length as they acclimate because that is the direction of the ‘grain’
of the weave.
2. Side seams will provide the best results. Always trim the factory woven edge off the rug before
seaming.
3. Make sure the trowel lines are heavy enough to be ‘busted’ when the material is pressed onto the
floor.
4. Secure the edges of the seam with an appropriate seam sealer without contaminating face yarns.
5. It is best to trim the floor covering ‘in’ as one of the very last steps. This allows the adhesive in the
field to start grabbing hold. Use a wall trimmer to get a clean cut along walls.
6. Make sure there are no unprotected edged in transition areas
7. Keep the conditions at the installation site stable and well ventilated giving the adhesive time to
cure.
PLEASE NOTE: It is expected that all installers handling our materials, be familiar with the CRI-104,
minimum guidelines for installing commercial carpeting. Many of those guidelines for direct glue down
and double stick installation will prove helpful. We also recommend ‘Certified’ installers with experience in
flat-weave carpeting which requires more time and attention-to-detail for a successful installation. Prior to
Installation, all material needs to be carefully inspected. All these products are made from ‘natural’ fibers,
containing various inherent irregularities synthetic fiber does not. We will not cover the cost of labor on
visible claims, so it is important to inspect prior to investing your time. Return Authorizations will only be
considered on approved claims.
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